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SUMMARY 

The important role of the usual transfer   of knowledge from 
scientific and educational institution» to the whole world and,  specially, 
to developing countries -    Assistance of metallurgical research institutes 
to the development of the Iron and Steel Industry in developing countries 
for improving operations, designing new plants, or projecting long- 
term development 

The importance of equipment and personnel in a research 
organisation which can be considered a    TESTING CENTER . Different 
ways of supporting the Research Organization - Possibilities of assistance 
to developing countries : use of existing equipment and experts for testing 
raw materials - The case of IRSID with description of facilities for 
research, development,and testing in ore concentration, agglomeration, 
prereduction,  steelmaking,and testing of steel samples - Facilities for 
testing coal and   coking processes. 

The possible role of a research organization as a 
"CONSULTANT BUREAU" - Group of experts for improving operation, or 
designing new equipment - Interest of such groups for developing countries 
specially when new schemes have to be devised coming from unusual 
combination of raw materials and energy resources . - 

The utilization of a research organisation as a 
" TRAINING CENTER "   : long-term trainees or short seminars or coursas . 
Organization to receive trainees in laboratories or pilot plant teams - 
Possibilities to organize lectures,  short seminars or long-stay metallurgical 
courses in developing countries . 
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INTRODUCTION 

It is well known that scientific and educational institutions, 
specially in industrialized countries, have been providing a large   amount 
of information to the whole world and,  specially, in this connection,  to the 
developing countries .    These information can be valuable to start and to 
accelerate the development of the developing areas both in developing countries 
and developing areas of the most industrialized countries . 

Regarding   the metals  industry,  and particularly iron and steel, 
more specific assistance has also been given by a number of metallurgical 
research institutes around the world and notably nur Institute : the INSTITUT 
DE RECHERCHES DE LA SIDERURGIE FRANÇAISE,  known as " I R S I D " . 

This assistance can be made available to developing 
countries  or developing areas in one of the following ways   : 

- a direct assistance to the operation and specially the optimization of 
operation of existing plants ; 

- assistance in the planning of new       plants,  either in the designing stage 
(with the choice of the raw material and the best metallurgical processes ) 
or in    projections       for a more distant future . 

• plannir.g for the general  and long-term future development of the iron 
and steel industry in a given area. 

In fact,   it is well known that,  in a  less developed area, 
the main problem is to  find competent specialists for selecting and studying 
the bast metallurgical scheme for the development of tne area and ilso 
properly qualified people to design, build,  and operate smoothly the 
facility  that ir, to be  built. 

In this way, a metallurgical research center can provide 
assistance on three different levelt, : 

- it can be a very interesting and useful " testing center "     ; 

- it can be used as a very efficient " consultant bureau " ; 

- and, of course, it can be regarded as a " training center " . 

These, will be the three points that are discussed in this 
paper . 
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1 - THE RESEARCH ORGANIZATION AS A " TESTING CENTER " 

I - 1 - Background - 
A research and development organization has,    by 

definition,   special and important devices, apparatus and,  more important, 
competent people,  to develop and test the newest techniques or processo« , 
as well for the production of steel as for the development of new grades 
of steel and the  >tudy of new applications of existing steel grades . 

This has generally been designed for the   organizations 
supporting the center which can be,  depending on the status of the center : 

a company,  more particularly a steel  company,  which possesses  its own research 
and development facility ; 

- or a group of companies building and operating together a common research 
center ; 

- or a state, which is supporting a national research institution ; 

- or sponsors,  specially in the case of an organization that operates mainly 
by contracts with sponsors . 

Several organizations are,  of course,  operating asa combination 
of such cases .    For example,  in some countries,   there is a research 
organization which is common to several companies and which can be 
supported by the state .    On the other hand,  a private research organisation, 
supported by all the steel companies of a given country, which is the case 
of IRSID,   supported by all the  French steel companies,  can be open to 
M contract » operations where a number of research and development studies 
can be made for any kind of government or private company, in France, 
in the Common Market area, or in the whole world 

1-2 - Possible assistance to developing countries 

From the brief description   that has been given,   it oan be seen 
that an established and well equiped research center can provide considerable 
assistance to the developing countries .    All these facilities can be of value 
for a developing country or a developing area in two respects : 

- if this country is relatively small and has   a comparatively small steel 
industry,  it will be better to use the testing facilities of an established 
center instead of building a large research organisation which will be too 
costly and inefficient in a small country, where such facilities will be too Ur.e 
for the local industry, even when considering a large development of the 
Iron and Steel Industry in this area . 
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- In a large country, where a major iron and steel industry development 
can be anticipated,  it is also possible to start with using the research and 
development facilities of an established center in the same time as the 
local research facilities are being built .   This,   as is well 
known, takes a long      time and it is better to use existing facilities in the 
meantime, i.e. when the facilities are being built and while they are begin- 
ning to be operated . 

I - 3 - The case of IRSID 

In this connection, our Institute has the policy of being an open 
center in that the information (except information that is confidential 
to the French steel companies sponsoring   IRSID ) and the testing facilities 
have been made available to developing countries who may wiBh to 
take advantage of it . 

In this respect, we do not want to describe in detail the   IRSID 
facilities and we arc giving, on Figure 1 and Figure 2    general views of 
our two research centers in Saint-Germain-en-Laye and Maizièret-lès-Metis . 
As an example, we shall describe briefly some research facilities which are 
being used extensively for developing countries and which,  in our opinion, 
will be more and more used in the future for such assistance to developing 
countries or areas,  in the field of iron and steel making.      These examples 
are : 
- the research facilities for testing coal and specially coking properties of 

different kinds of coal which exist in the common facilities built at 
MARIENAU, between the CERCHAR (Centre d'Etudes et Recherches des 
Charbonnages de France ) and   I R S I D   .    They are described in Appendix I . 

- Iron ore concentration and agglomeration facilities, which cover a large 
number of research facili ties in the field of crushing,  grinding and 
beneficiation,  sintering,  pelletizing and prereduction .   As an example, 
Appendix II gives some information about our facilities in this field . 

- Steelmaking facilities :   Appendix HI    gives a few data and some pictures 
of our facilities, which show clearly that we can test different steelmaking 
processes from several varieties of hot metal,pig iron, sponge iron,or scrap. 

- Testing of steel samples and developing of new steel grades :   Appendix IV 
gives lome ideas about the facilities of   I R S 1 X>   in Saint-Germain-en-Laye 
in this respect . - 
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11 - THE RESEAnrHnBr.AMT7ATION AS A roNSULTAISfr RtTWFArT 

II - 1 - Background 

nicUn. in l^iZ^XlllltlTZÌZ? "•cto,,"d »•«—» — ««»• .nH _.„.     .       t „     IieiaB o» extractive metallurgy, procesa metallurgy, 
cr^U. the K^r8yV 8PeCUlly  ln larRe re8earch and ^veiopment center.. creata, the po..»bUlty of assembling group, of con.ultant. for project. . 

- operation J**??' ^ * *"* adVÌCC   0n the following  : 
operation of existing equipment as well for producing stiel a. for te.ting it ; 

' ÍtVe'rpUntT eqUÍPment   (eithe' * «iven 'hoP <* » PUnt or a whol. new 

" ^venareae,!Pan'ÍOn Pr°gramm« f°' a «iven "»P-V. * ü~ country.or a 

vlonm.n»       !t mUV- h**OTne in mind in thi^ aspect that a research and de- 
velopment organization has a special knowledge about new processes and this 
can be quite important aa we shall see later . *«••• ana tMs 

II 2 - Application to developing countr ics 

In fact, many developing countries, or developing ar«a. «# 

i—Tuli J^LMT/- ürrs1^ s:;ï:h hrbeen d•i°>°<¡» 
M.„y « .ehem.. which h.velen Seve old 1?        ,'" *'wto'taI «»"«'•• • 
in ¡„du.trialU.d coumrie. could «"dfa1, al,   V"" ^i°""l« 
«... .   We »re .peciaUy thinking abo" £ i ÄT.T "Í-l68S     d<,VelOP*d 

.nd m.lting oi prer.duCed •«.ri
g

al. in d£.•£ ^^r.^0"-" 

-..in.,. J: "te;:rrra;rf„
r;,":rn

h;8
n
I

d dro,,mint —«-»>» »• 
need.d by developing countrie. . S     P,*rte ln """ e•»»«« that ar. 



II - 3 - The case of    I R S I D 

It is   in this respect that 1RS ID manages to have a good 
knowledge of almost all the processes being studied and specially developed 
on a semi-indu strial or commercial size, all over the world . 

It is evident that IRSID, like other research centers, is not 
able to test all these processes, or even carry out practical research 
work   on all of them .    However, it is possible to have a good knowledge 
from     a limited amount of laboratory test s , visits to     different plants, 
and theoretical calculations about the possibilities, especially those indicated 
by physical and chemical basis on these new processes . 

From these bases, IRSID has been able to work as a consultant 
bureau for many developing countries .   This kind of work can : 

I - start with lectures, participation in meetings and other activities such as the 
ones which are sponsored by UNIDO, and specially this Third Symposium 
following the very successful meetings   in Prague and h Moscow   . 

special consultant work for given projects, either in special locations 
or in larger areas .   In this respect, IRSID has acted as a consultant 
more or less in all the different areas in the world,  specially in Latin 
America , in África   and in the   Middle East . 

These " consultant " missions can start from short terms job for a given 
limited programme up to long_*erm or permanent technical assistance 
assignments . 
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111 - THE RESEARCH ORGANIZATION AS A TRAININO rKNTlTR 

II! - 1 - Background 

It is usual. In a research organization as in an University, 

- receive trainees, who can get, in this way. a good post-graduate education 

coupes' P081'8"^1* cour8e8 in the way of short seminars or longer 

i.K      » T,hl8 Can b" done '*P*ci*llY fo' the courses, either in the 
laboratories of the research organization, or to other place, 
in the same country or  a developing country . Pl "* 

HI - 2 - The case of  I R S I D 

function wa. ?**?*** beginnin« °f IRSID' th» P°»t-graduate and training 
function was looked on as very essential by the French Steel Industry      A. w. 
have mentioned before     just like the other actiyitie- ¿"¿^^ • 
open to trainee, from developing countries from     the beginning . 

Such activity can be performed in various ways  : 

" Íhf/ÍT' T U u haVf trainee8 in the Ub°"torie. or the pilot plant, of IRSID 
hi, has always been done and will still be done in the future /bit w   wanf 

who    PcaanbTa        ,e;ei"     a   St-"«e^ limit  upon the number 1peoX 
who     can be accepted m a given time in a research center 
t xs   xndeed   quite clear that this number cannot be increased too much 
f the center ha. to function as a research organization .    In thatITy    the 

function of post-graduate   training   ha. to be taken for a large parT^ a 
separate organizations, we shall see later about the « C ETsT?» 

« ¿TS Eesdri Dib.ed ta the 8peciai paper «*« -««• «•i£- ' 

acr.igrr:°tet rssiriïrs ir^sr* that in, 
^etwe ..atnh?rerably hrr onKJr '— - toat "-ix 

a giv.n programme, or more generally. Ì...J- . ,., ' T     v, t ,'   
l°M °" 

....«la, función for a «raln.e'ln a r.ïUtcn organai     C" " *" 
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a special   training   programme can be made at the institute ,   in the 
form of   a seminar,      for one or several weeks, on a specialized subject . 
In this way, people can come and attend such a seminar to be able to know 
a given subject better.   Such seminars are, of course, as a rule, open to 
engineers and specialists from developing countries . 

longer courses, extending from one month to one year,   can be provided by 
a special institution, which is, in   Franoem "CESSIO".   Astis co- 
vered by a special paper, we are only mentioning this activity . 

Another possibility is, of course, to do the reverse and to send people 
from IRSID, or any other similar organization, in a developing country, 
to organize courses in metallurgy .   This has been made many times by 
IRSID and, if we take the case of Brazil,    the setting for the present 
Symposium, we can mention both : 

- the courses which have been given by a number of our 
specialists and experts, such as Mr MICHARD in the 
field of Blast Furnace, Mr LECOMTE    , in the field of 
steelmaking, Mr BLAIN, in the field of rolling mills, 
Mr POMEY in the field of physical metallurgy 

- longer courses in the frame of the existing university 
or school . Specially in the case of  IRSID   , it has to be 
remembered we sent a number of professors to the School 
of Mines of OURO PRETO during about six years . 
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APPENDIX    I 

FRENCH PILOT CENTER for COKE - MARIENAU (FRANCE) - 

Th« pilot center for cok« research was   foundtd In 1947 Jointly 
by the French Coti and Stool Indu.triti. jomciy 

• •   v•! "nt*r loc«t«d at Narianau in Lorraine bringe ita actis tane« 
to French and foraign companies in three main areas : 

- choiea of coal blanda, 

- improvement of existing cok« planta, 

-design of new coking plant. 

*• CHOICE OF COAL BLENDS 

In 25 year« of raaaarch and development work«, th« Karianau pilot 

world and make, the following typaa of atudy : 

" íhic ^"ViV1"*1000' COil at Uboratorjr» ¿oclttiinf Mtrogra- 

- pilot test, at 400 kg .cale ;  long practica haa prov.d that 
auch a pilot unit operated under well e.tabli.had and controll.d 
condition, provid«. raaulta which can be appliad to full-aiaa 

Pig. 3 !• a photograph of a 400 kg pilot ovan. 

- atudy and control of coal axpan.ion properties, also obtained on 
pilot ovan« with a aovabla «ida ; 

- determination of technical data for   buying eeel. 

". PffKOVEMIItT OF EXISTimp can »^m> 

»I.e. th.ra.1 b.Unc. In ,!„» oMr.tlM end it UM. 
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Fig.  3  " 4°0 kg pilot oven 
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Pig. 4 - Fluidited bed prehetter 
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III,    CONCEPTION OF KEW COKE HANTS 

The Marieneu center ctn bt coneultant for  i 

- th« choie« of th« best technique  (in particular this c«nt«r hat 
developed    th« coal blind preheating- Pig.4)   which in connection 
to alliad chemical gave th« COALTEX process,  in rapid development 
in th« world j 

- th« determination of the characteristic« of th« plant proper : coal 
preparation, eii«tand nueber of furnac«« ...  \ 

- fhe design of control laboratory i 

- at a My trai aecacjr, th« comi ea ionia« of now unit«. 

Ineulriee earn be eent to 

Nr VOCI - Director CIRCUÌ 
Houillères du Baa «in de Lorraine 
Station Expérimentale de MAR IE ÑAU 
MAJUENAU - 
57600 - FORBACH (France) - 
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APPENDIX    II 

IRON ORE CONCENTRATION and AGGLOMERATION FACILITIES 

The IRSID facilities, at Maizières-lès-Metz, allow to carry out 
experimental works on the field of iron-ore treatment . 

£2^ih«JU•?M12iL*PJSLKindm^ a complete set of standard 
equipment (giratory and jaw crushers,  rod,""bail and roller mill«,   screens, 
etc . ) and a dry autogenous mill Aerofall (1.5m diameter) - Fig.  5. 

£2.^1hf Jl£neJiçJ.aJwnjKmUe_s_: high and low intensity, dry and wet, 
magnetic separators, electrostatic separator, jigs,   shaking tables,  spirals 
and pneumatic sluice . 

JEo^lhe_»lniering^studies :    two experimental pot grates (40 x 40 cm 
height = 20 to 50 cm ) and all the equipment to determine the sinter quality : 
reducibility,  mechanical strength before and during reduction,  swelling, etc. 

r£t_lhf-RfL1r.tlì.aiion.JluÌLeJ_:  a disc (90 cm diameter) and a 
drum (50 cm diameter and 200 cm length ) - Fig. 6  -    integrated in a 
continuous system with fines recycling,  an ALLIS CHALMERS pot grate 
*o study the green pellets firing - Fig.  7. 

Z£€.JO»«J»ii<lïï£'liniJtudiej :   a press (125 tons on 145 mm width, 
variable speed from 1.5 to 6 rpm ) - Fig. 8. 
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Figur« 5 - 
Dry *utog«nou« mill AEROFALL 
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Pifur« 6 - 
'•lUtiiúif drum 
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Pifur« 7 - 
ALL» CHALMBftJ Ftt Oval« 
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Figure 8 - 
Briquetting press 
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APPENDIX    III 

STEELMAKING FACILITIES 

At the   I R S I D  pilot research center, at Maizieres-les-Metz, near 
the industrial iron and steel area of Lorraine, the steelmaking facilities are 
installed in a large shop, with a floor area of about 2 000 m2 . 

The various pieces oí equipment allow tests at semi-industrial scale 
to be carried out on : 

- pure oxygen refining ; 
- electric arc melting ; 
- metallurgical treatments (vacuum treatment, alloy additions, 

deoxi dation, etc . ) 
- casting and soliiification . 

A 6 ton capacity converter which can be used either for top blowing 
(LD or OLP process ) or bottom blowing ( LWS or OBM process)   .   The waste 
gases are recovered without combustion, according to the IRSID-CAFL process . 
The pig iron is supplied by an electric arc furnace in which hot metal , with 
the required composition, is produced .     (Figure 9) 

Two electric arc furnaces (capacity 6 to 10 ton , power 3 500 kVA ) 
which can be fed batchwise or continuously with scrap, prereduced products, etc 
One of these units can be operated, combined with a channel-type induction 
furnace, as an integrated unit for continuous electric steelmaking . (Pig, 10) 

Two channel-type induction furnaces (capacity 6 ton) in which It is 
possible to carry out a great number of metallurgical operations .   One of 
these furnaces is equipad for vacuum treatments (the vacuum equipment is 
able to reach 0. 1 Tor ) .      (Figure 11) 

A continuous refining unit • 

A pilot unit of 500 ton per day has been built at the Hagondange works 
of the Wendel-Sidelor Group, near the IRSIO research center, for continuous 
production of steel . - 



mm 
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Figur« 9 - 
Oxygen converter oí 6 ton capacity 
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Figur« 10 - 
Electric arc furnac« oí 6 to 10 ton capacity ( 3 500 kVA ) 
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Figure  11 - 
Channel induction furnace of 6 ton capacity 
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APPENDIX       IV 

SAINT -GERMAIN-en-LAYE LABORATORIES 

Research carried out in the laboratories of Saint-Ger main-en-Laye 
is concerned with the properties of steels and their possibilities  of 
improvement, as well as with non-destructive testing processes and methods 
of chemical analysis . 

Equipment of the most modern design is used and, if necessary, 
specially built, in order to carry out measurements and examinations . 

The accompanying figures show some examples of apparatus 
used for creep testing  (Pig. 12),   fatigue testing (Pig. 13),    fracture 
mechanics experiments (Pig, 14),    analytical chemistry (Fig. 13), 
for studies of metal structure in the field of physical matallurgy (Figs. 16 A 17), 
and for studies of controlled rolling and thermomechanical treatments 
(Fig.  10). 
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Fig.12  : Creep testing laboratory 
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Fig. 13 {Programmed fatigue testing machine (-   250 kN) 
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Fig. 14 1400 toa   machin« for datarmiaation of fracturo toughnaaa 
of ataaU (teat placet up to 200 mm thicknaaa) 

hi 
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Fig. 15 «Quick - acting hydrogen dosimeter in metals 
(built under IRSID Licence by Cr eu sot- Loire Instrumentation) 
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Fig. 16 i   Scanning oUctron mie roteo?« 
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Fig. 17 « MlcroanftlyMr 
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Fig. 18 :High-temperature torsion testing machine used for studies 
of thcrmorrwchanical treatments by simulation (built under 
IRSID Licere . by S KT AR AM) 
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Iî61e important du transfert, au monde entier, des connaissances des instituts 

de recherches, et cela spécialement pour les pays en voie de développement.    Aide 

des instituts de recherohes en vue du développement de l'industrie métallurgiqua 

aux pays en voie de développement pour l'aine lio rat ion des opérations, le dessin de 

nouvelles installations ou leur développement à long terme. 

Importance de l'équipement et du personnel dans un centre de recherohes faisant 

fonction de centre d'essais.    Différents modes de subvention d'un centre de recherches. 

Possibilités d'aide aux pays en voie de développement : utilisation de l'équipement 

existant et d'experts pour les essais sur minerais.    Le cas de l'IIîSID,  avec description 

de nos laboratoires de reoherches et de développement, essais sur minerais, concen- 

tration, agglomération, préréduction, aciérie et essais sur échantillons d'aciers. 

Laboratoires d'essais pour le charbon et cokéfaction. 

l/ Les opinions exprimées dans le présent document sont celles de l'auteur et 
ne reflètent pas nécessairement les vues du Secrétariat de l'ONUDI. 
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:.:Ôle possible d'un centre de recherche comme Dureau d'experts.    Groupée d'experts 

pour améliorer les opérations ou repenser de nouveaux équipements.    Litértt de  tela 

¿roupes pour les pays er. voie de développement,   particulièrement lorsque de nouveaux 

schéma« doivent être mis en application pour combiner de nouveaux procédés d'utili- 

sation des minerais locaux avec les ressources locales en énergie. 

Utilisation d'un centre de recherches  corame Centre de formation.    Cours à long 

terme ou séminaires de courte durée.    Centre pouvant recevoir des stagiaires dans ses 

laboratoires ou au sein mSrae de ses équipes d'essais.    Possibilités d'organiser des 

conférences, des séminairet de courte durée ou bien de long» stages métallurGÎQues dans 

des pays industrialisas. 
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